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We compare the initial value formulation of the low-energy limit of (nonprojectable) Hořava gravity to
that of Einstein-æther theory when the æther is assumed to be hypersurface orthogonal at the level of the
field equations. This comparison clearly highlights a crucial difference in the causal structure of the two
theories at the nonperturbative level: in Hořava gravity evolution equations include an elliptic equation that
is not a constraint relating initial data but needs to be imposed on each slice of the foliation. This feature is
absent in Einstein-æther theory. We discuss its physical significance in Hořava gravity. We also focus on
spherical symmetry, and we revisit existing collapse simulations in Einstein-æther theory. We argue that
they have likely already uncovered the dynamical formation of a universal horizon and that they can act as
evidence that this horizon is indeed a Cauchy horizon in Hořava gravity.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.93.064056
I. INTRODUCTION
Lorentz violating gravity theories have garnered interest
in recent years. One key reason is that obtaining quanti-
tative infrared constraints on Lorentz violation in the
gravity sector requires a consistent parametrization of
deviations from Lorentz invariance in terms of a
Lorentz-violating gravity theory [1]. Additional recent
motivation came from a concrete realization of the idea
that abandoning Lorentz symmetry can lead to improved
ultraviolet behavior in gravity [2].
Lorentz symmetry is clearly intimately related with the
causal structure of general relativity. The most extreme
manifestation of this is the notion of a black hole, the
existence of which one tends to associate with the behavior
of light rays in the vicinity of a horizon. Lorentz-violating
gravity theories tend to include superluminal excitations—
in fact, constraints from vacuum Čerenkov radiation seem
to not leave much of an alternative [3]. One then faces the
question of whether a black hole can be said to exist in a
meaningful way. And if so, what is the appropriate
definition? The precise answer to these questions will
actually depend on the theory under scrutiny.
Einstein-æther theory [1] is a vector-tensor theory where
the vector, referred to as the æther, is constrained to be unit
timelike. Because of this constraint the æther cannot vanish
even in flat spacetime and defines through its trajectories a
preferred set of timelike curves that thread the spacetime.
The theory propagates the usual spin-2 graviton as well as a
spin-1 mode and a spin-0 mode. The propagation of these
modes can be described by following null rays of separate
metrics, ~gðiÞab ¼ gab − ðs2i − 1Þuaub, where si is the speed of
the spin-i mode. Here gab is the metric that minimally
couples to matter and whose null rays are photon trajecto-
ries. All modes generically have different propagation
speeds from each other and can be superluminal. A sta-
tionary black hole in this theory is then identified with a
region cloaked by a succession of Killing horizons for gab
and each of the metrics ~gðiÞab [4]. These horizons are referred
to as spin-i horizons.
Hořava gravity is a theory with a preferred foliation. The
purpose of having a preferred foliation is to introduce
higher order spatial derivatives that modify the propagator
in the ultraviolet and render the theory power-counting
renormalizable [2]. It is precisely this feature of the theory
that leads to dispersion relations of the type ω2 ∝ k6 as
k → ∞. This seems to present a challenge to defining black
holes as there is no upper limit for the speed of perturba-
tions. A less evident but even more worrisome feature when
it comes to black holes is that, even at the low-energy limit
where the dispersion relations become linear, there is still
instantaneous propagation, in the form of an elliptic
mode [5].
Perhaps surprisingly, black holes can still be defined in a
meaningful way. The boundary of the causally discon-
nected region is called a “universal horizon” [5,6], owing to
the fact that no signals of any speed can leave it. In terms of
the preferred foliation this horizon corresponds to a leaf
which is disconnected from spatial infinity [7]. Since
propagation into the future means crossing the leaves of
the foliation in a given direction, if such a leaf exists no
signal emitted inside it can ever cross it toward spatial
infinity without traveling toward the past. Universal hori-
zons were initially found in static, spherically symmetric
black holes [5,6,8] but they seem to be a more generic
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feature, as they have also been shown to exist in slowly
rotating black holes [9] and in lower-dimensional rotating
black holes [10].
Because of the close relation between Einstein-æther
theory and the low energy limit of Hořava gravity [11],
which we will discuss thoroughly in the next section, the
known static, spherically symmetric, asymptotically flat
solutions of the former are also solutions of the latter and
vice versa [12]. This is no longer true for slowly rotating
solutions [9,12]. Moreover, it is not known if nonstatic,
spherically symmetric solutions in the two theories match,
so it is not clear if spherical collapse in the two theories is
identical or simply leads to the same end state.
This is one of the questions we are seeking to answer.
More generally, we will perform a comparison of the initial
value formulation of Hořava gravity and that of Einstein-
æther theory, under the additional assumption that the æther
in the latter is hypersurface orthogonal at the level of the
field equations. Under this assumption the æther defines a
foliation (as opposed to just a preferred frame), and this
makes the two theories resemble each other. Hence, making
this assumption suppresses some obvious differences, such
as the existence of propagating spin-1 modes in Einstein-
æther theory, and allows one to focus on some more subtle
ones, such as the different standings of the preferred
foliation in each theory and the dependence of evolution
on (future) boundary data in Hořava gravity.
We will also consider the special case of spherical
symmetry in more detail. Spherical collapse in Einstein-
æther theory has been considered in Ref. [13]. To date there
are no collapse simulations in Hořava gravity (see, how-
ever, Ref. [14]). Moreover, Ref. [13] predates the intro-
duction of the notion of a universal horizon, which was
later understood to be one of the most prominent features of
spherical black holes in both Einstein-æther and Hořava
gravity [6]. Clearly, whether universal horizons actually
form from collapse is a key question. Additionally, it is
important to verify that the known static solutions that
harbor them are indeed the end points of gravitational
collapse in Lorentz violating theories. We will revisit the
results of Ref. [13] and attempt to understand whether
dynamical formation of universal horizons had indeed been
found. We will also discuss possible improvements in
future simulations that could answer this question unam-
biguously. Our analysis will also shed light on whether
these simulations can be seen as modeling collapse in
Hořava gravity as well.
II. THE THEORIES
By introducing a Stuckelberg field, Hořava gravity can
be reformulated in a manifestly covariant manner [11] as a
scalar-tensor theory, where the tensor degree of freedom is
the metric gab as usual, while the “nonmetric” degree of
freedom is a scalar field T. The level surfaces of this scalar
are the leaves of the preferred foliation; hence T is
constrained to have a timelike gradient everywhere.
Therefore, one may introduce a timelike unit one-form
ua such that
ua ¼ −N∇aT; ð1Þ
by virtue of being orthogonal to the constant T hyper-
surfaces, and
uauagab ¼ u · u ¼ −1; ð2Þ
on account of being unit timelike. Combining the two
conditions yields
N−2 ¼ −gabð∇aTÞð∇bTÞ: ð3Þ
In accordance with common practice, we will call the
normalized gradient of T, i.e. ua, the æther.
T plays the role of a preferred time in Hořava theory, but
it should be noted that the theory is invariant under
reparametrizations of the type
T ↦ ~T ¼ ~TðTÞ; ð4Þ
where ~TðTÞ is some arbitrary function of T. That is, T
defines an ordered preferred slicing but does not introduce a
preferred labeling of the slices. Under such reparametriza-
tions, the function N is required to transform as
N ↦ ~N ¼ ðd ~T=dTÞ−1N; ð5Þ
in accordance with Eq. (3) such that ua as well as quantities
built out of ua and its covariant derivatives are invariant
under the above reparametrizations.
Consider the action
S ¼ 1
16πG
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−g
p ðRþ LÞ; ð6Þ
where G is a coupling constant with suitable dimensions, R
is the four-dimensional curvature scalar, and L is given in
terms of the derivatives of the æther as
L ¼ −Zabcdð∇aucÞð∇budÞ; ð7Þ
so that everything is manifestly invariant under the repar-
ametrizations (4). The tensor Zabcd defining the Lagrangian
(7) is given by
Zabcd ¼ c1gabgcd þ c2gacgbd þ c3gadgbc
− c4ueufgaegbfgcd; ð8Þ
with coupling constants c1;…; c4 allowing for the most
general two-derivative action for a unit one-form field.
Adopting T as a time coordinate, on the premises that its
gradient is always timelike, introduces a foliation defined
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by the constant-T surfaces. Action (6) then becomes the
second derivative truncation of Hořava gravity [11], i.e. the
low-energy part of the theory. Once one has adopted T as a
time coordinate, the residual symmetry is invariance under
diffeomorphisms that preserve the foliation. Indeed, the full
action of Hořava gravity includes all the terms that respect
this symmetry and contain up to sixth order spatial
derivatives in the preferred foliations [15].1
Here we will only consider the low-energy part of Hořava
gravity so we will not discuss these higher-order terms any
further. However, some remarks are in order. These terms are
higher order in spatial derivatives, and they do not contain
any time derivatives. This underscores the existence of a
preferred foliation in Hořava gravity. Even though these
terms can be written in a manifestly covariant way in the
same fashion as the low-energy part of the action, in such a
covariant formulation the full theory would appear highly
fine-tuned (as higher-order time derivatives would have to
cancel out) [23]. Moreover, discarding the higher-order
terms does not mean that the preferred foliation ceases to
be preferred. As we noted above, even in the low-energy
theory that can be described in a covariant manner by action
(6), T has to be nonzero and have a timelike gradient in every
solution, thereby signifying that every solution comes with a
special foliation. Additionally, action (6) actually contains
more than two derivatives of T, which is an indication that
the theory will not satisfy second order differential equations
in a generic foliation.
Indeed, a variation of action (6) (up to boundary terms)
gives
δS ¼ 1
16πG
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−g
p ½EHabδgab þ 2ð∇a½N ~ÆaÞδT; ð9Þ
where Eq. (1) has been taken into account (recall that T and
not the æ ther is the fundamental field here). The tensor EHab
is defined as
EHab ¼ Gab − THab; ð10Þ
where Gab is the four-dimensional Einstein tensor and THab
is T’s stress-energy tensor. Æa is the functional derivative
of the æther Lagrangian Eq. (7) with respect to the æther,
~Æa ≡ pabÆb; ð11Þ
and pab is the projector onto the constant khronon leaves
pab ¼ gab þ uaub; ð12Þ
also acting as the induced metric on the leaves of the
preferred foliation. Therefore, ~Æa is manifestly orthogonal
to the æther by construction. From Eq. (9), the equations of
motion of Hořava gravity are then
EHab ¼ 0; ∇a½N ~Æa ¼ 0: ð13Þ
~Æa already contains the second derivative of the æther,
which implies that Eq. (13) contains third order time
derivatives in an arbitrary foliation. However, the fact that
~Æa is orthogonal to the æther implies that (only) in
the preferred foliation defined by T, the divergence in
Eq. (13) is purely spatial and there are only two time
derivatives [11].
The other theory we will consider, namely Einstein-
æther theory [1], is a true vector-tensor theory. The
fundamental fields are the metric and the æther. The
æther was treated as a vector in the original formulation
[1] of the theory, but treating it as a one-form (i.e. keeping
the variation of ua fixed on the boundary) leads to the same
theory (see also [9] for a discussion). The equations of
motion of this theory can be derived from an action that is
formally identical to Eq. (7), but the æther is constrained to
satisfy only the unit norm constraint of Eq. (2) and is not
hypersurface orthogonal in general. Variation with respect
to the metric and the æther yields
δS ¼ 1
16πG
Z
d4x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−g
p ½Eæabδgab þ 2 ~Æaδua; ð14Þ
where the unit constraint of Eq. (2) has been imposed by
constraining the æther’s variation. Eæab is defined as
Eæab ¼ Gab − Tæab; ð15Þ
with Tæab being the stress energy tensor of the æther. Thus
from Eq. (14), the equations of motion of Einstein-æther
theory are
Eæab ¼ 0; ~Æa ¼ 0: ð16Þ
Tæab and T
H
ab are formally identical as they come from
formally identical actions under variation with respect to
the metric. This means that if one imposes the hypersurface
orthogonality condition (1) on the æther as an additional
simplifying assumption at the level of the equations of
motion in Einstein-æther theory, then the systems of
equations (13) and (16) will have the same “Einstein
equations.” Moreover, any such hypersurface-orthogonal
solution of Einstein-æther theory will also be a solution of
Hořava gravity. The converse is not generically true. It has,
however, been shown to hold for spherically symmetric,
asymptotically flat solutions under the assumption that all
leaves of the foliation reach the center and the center is
regular [24]. It has also been shown to hold for static,
spherically symmetric, asymptotically flat solutions with-
out any further assumptions [12], as well as for static,
1We will not consider here versions of the theory where extra
restrictions have been imposed, such as projectability or detailed
balance [2,16–22].
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spherically symmetric solutions with more general asymp-
totics but with a regular universal horizon [25].
III. EVOLUTION
As a genuine vector-tensor theory, Einstein-æther theory
propagates not only the standard spin-2 mode of general
relativity but also spin-1 and spin-0 modes. In Hořava
gravity, on the other hand, ua is hypersurface orthogonal
and given in terms of T via (1), so there cannot be a
dynamical spin-1 mode. This is certainly a significant
difference in the dynamics of the two theories.
However, here we wish to focus on the more subtle
differences that are not related to the existence of vector
modes. To this end, we wish to compare the (nonperturba-
tive) dynamics of Hořava gravity with that of
Einstein-æther theory when the æther is constrained to
be hypersurface orthogonal (at the level of the equations)
throughout the evolution.2 An important subcase that we
will discuss later in more detail will be spherically
symmetric collapse, as spherically symmetric vectors are
hypersurfance orthogonal. However, in this section we will
opt to be as general as possible, and we will not assume any
symmetries.
By virtue of Frobenius’s theorem [26], a hypersurface
orthogonal (hence twist-free) unit timelike æther satisfies
∇aub −∇bua ¼ −uaab þ ubaa; ð17Þ
where aa is the acceleration of the æther congruence
defined as usual
aa ¼ ∇uua⇔ aa ¼ N−1 ~∇aN: ð18Þ
Here ~∇a is the projected covariant derivative on the
preferred foliation, and the second expression in
Eq. (18) above is a consequence of Eqs. (1) and (17).
One may thus expand the covariant derivative of the æther
as
∇aub ¼ −uaab þ Kab; ð19Þ
where Kab is the extrinsic curvature of the preferred leaves
due to their embedding in spacetime,
Kab ¼
1
2
£upab; ð20Þ
and is purely spatial (i.e. orthogonal to the æther) by
definition. The mean curvature K, i.e. the trace of the
extrinsic curvature tensor, is then given by
K ¼ gabKab ¼ pabKab ¼ ð∇ · uÞ: ð21Þ
Wemay now use the above quantities and relations to adapt
the equations of motion of both theories, Eqs. (13) and (16),
to the foliation defined by theæther. For Hořava gravity this
is imperative as mentioned earlier, for it is only in this
foliation that the equations become second order in time
derivatives. This is simply the preferred foliation deter-
mined by T, in which the theory is usually defined. For
Einstein-æther theory, however, this is simply a choice
which we make in order to facilitate the comparison with
Hořava gravity. It is also worth noting that, even though we
are adopting a foliation, we will refrain from adopting any
coordinate system.
As already noted, for a hypersurface orthogonal æther
Einstein’s equations in both the theories are formally
identical. One may furthermore show [6,27] that in that
case, the covariantized Bianchi identities are formally
identical as well. When adapted to the preferred foliation,
the (generalized) Bianchi identities for both the theories
read
∂TETi ¼ 0;
∂TETT þ ð ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ−gp Þ−1∂i½ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ−gp N ~Æi ¼ 0; ð22Þ
where i ¼ f1; 2; 3g denote coordinate indices on the
preferred leaves, Eab is either of EHab (10) or E
æ
ab (15)
(for a hypersurface orthogonal æther), and in writing
Eq. (22) it was assumed that all Einstein’s equations
(but not the æther/T equations) are satisfied on the given
leaf. Note that a (1þ 3) decomposition of the equations of
motion of Einstein-æther theory need not necessarily be
performed with respect to the æther’s foliation, and in
general, the corresponding constraint equations are a
combination of Einstein’s equations and the æther’s
equation of motion. However, (only) when formulated
as a theory of a one-form, the constraint equations
of Einstein-æther theory adapted to the æther’s foliation
do not involve the æther’s equations of motion but only
Einstein’s equations in the form of ðEæÞTT ¼ ðEæÞTi ¼ 0.
Thus according to Eq. (22), these constraints are also
preserved in time once the æther becomes “on shell” (16)
as well. For Hořava gravity, on the other hand, the only
allowed foliation to perform a (1þ 3) decomposition of
the equations of motion with respect to is the preferred
foliation; only then can proper constraint equations be
found in the form of ðEHÞTT ¼ ðEHÞTi ¼ 0 which are
first order in the T-derivative and according to Eq. (22)
are preserved in time once the khronon becomes on
shell (13).
2Note that, in general, evolution could generate vorticity, so
our condition is stronger that selecting vorticity-free initial data. It
might well be that constraining the aether to be hypersurface
orthogonal throughout the evolution could lead to an overcon-
strained system in the absence of extra symmetries, e.g. spherical
symmetry. This is an interesting open question, but it will not
concern us here, as we simply seek for the most general setting in
which we can straightforwardly compare Einstein-æther theory
and Hořava gravity.
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In both theories, the constraint ETT ¼ 0 constitutes the
energy constraint equation explicitly given by
ð1 − c13ÞKabKab − ð1þ c2ÞK2
þ c14½2ð ~∇ · aÞ þ a2 −R ¼ 0; ð23Þ
whereR is the intrinsic scalar curvature of the leaves of the
foliation. The equations ETi ¼ 0 become the momentum
constraint equations and take the form
ð1 − c13Þ ~∇cKca ¼ ð1þ c2Þ ~∇aK: ð24Þ
The remaining Einstein’s equations (i.e. those com-
pletely projected onto the preferred foliation), for both
theories, reduce to an evolution equation for the mean
curvature
cl∇uK ¼ − ð1 − c13ÞKabKab − c123
2
K2
þ

1 −
c14
2

ð ~∇ · aþ a2Þ; ð25Þ
where c123 ¼ c2 þ c13 and cl ¼ 1þ ð1=2Þc13 þ ð3=2Þc2,
and an evolution equation for the traceless part
½Kab ¼ Kab − ðK=3Þpab,
£u½Kab ¼ 2½Kac½Kbc −
K
3
½Kab
þ 1 − c14
1 − c13

aaab −
a2pab
3

þ 1
1 − c13

~∇aab − ð
~∇ · aÞpab
3
−Rab þ
Rpab
3

;
ð26Þ
where Rab is the Ricci curvature of the preferred
hypersurfaces. Collectively, Eqs. (23), (24), (25), and
(26) provide all Einstein’s equations for both the
theories.
As noted above, Eqs. (25) and (26) provide a set of
evolution equations for the extrinsic curvature that are
first order in time derivatives with respect to the preferred
foliation in both the theories (for Einstein-æther theory,
these equations were already obtained in [13]). Taken
together with Eq. (20), these provide a set of first order
evolution equations for the pair of conjugate variables
consisting of the components of the induced metric and
those of the extrinsic curvature. To turn these equations
explicitly into a set of coupled partial differential equa-
tions, one needs to introduce a set of coordinates on the
leaves of the hypersurfaces and perform a lapse-shift
decomposition of the metric. However, this goes beyond
our current goal; we merely wish to point out that even in
the most general setting the “metric-extrinsic curvature
pair” can be evolved in the same manner with respect to
the preferred foliation in both the theories. The difference
between the dynamics of the theories—and the related
issue of the existence of the instantaneous mode in Hořava
theory—stems from the evolution of the æther/T. We will
take this issue up next and study it in detail in spherical
symmetry.
IV. THE INSTANTANEOUS MODE OF
HOŘAVA GRAVITY
In terms of the kinematic variables introduced previ-
ously, the quantity ~Æa (11) is given by
~Æa ¼
c123
ð1 − c13Þ
~∇aK − c14½Kaa þ £uaa − 2Kacac: ð27Þ
This allows one to interpret the æther’s equation of motion
(16) in Einstein-æther theory as an evolution equation for
the acceleration as follows [13]:
£uaa ¼ 2Kacac − Kaa þ
c123
c14ð1 − c13Þ
~∇aK: ð28Þ
Needless to say, the above is not satisfied, in general, in
Hořava gravity; instead, the “khronon’s equation of
motion” in Hořava gravity is given by (13)
∇a½N ~Æa ¼ 0⇔ ~∇a½N2 ~Æa ¼ 0; ð29Þ
where the expression for ~Æa is identical with that given in
Eq. (27). The difference in the dynamics in the two theories
thus lies in the difference between the nature of Eqs. (28)
and (29). To study them closely, we will henceforth restrict
ourselves to spherical symmetry, which will allow us to
integrate (29) very easily. Note that in spherical symmetry,
the hypersurface orthogonality of the æther is guaranteed
kinematically.
Toward setting up a suitable coordinate system that
makes the spherical symmetry manifest (among other
things), let us start with some basic observations: in any
coordinate system adapted to the æther’s foliation, the time
coordinate is identical to T [and hence subject to the
reparametrizations (4)]. Next, the unit spacelike vector sa
along the acceleration,
aa ¼ ða · sÞsa; ðs · sÞ ¼ 1; ðu · sÞ ¼ 0; ð30Þ
defines a natural spacelike direction in the spacetime which
is orthogonal to the spherical directions by virtue of
spherical symmetry. In order to be completely general
(and in particular, to make our subsequent conclusions
manifestly independent of any “gauge choices”) we will
now introduce a coordinate system adapted to the preferred
foliation consisting of the “time coordinate” T and a “radial
coordinate” R in which [along with Eq. (1)]
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ua ¼ N−1∂T − N−1NR∂R;
sa ¼ S−1∂R;
sa ¼ SNR∇aT þ S∇aR; ð31Þ
such that the functions N ¼ NðT; RÞ, S ¼ SðT; RÞ, and
NR ¼ NRðT; RÞ describe the æther configuration com-
pletely in a manifestly spherically symmetric manner.
Note that for the above choice of coordinates, the shift
vector is ~Na ¼ NR∂R. Furthermore, the projector (12) can
be written as
pab ¼ sasb þ gˆab; ð32Þ
where gˆab is the metric on a unit two-sphere up to a
conformal factor which is the areal radius r squared
r ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Area of two-sphere
4π
r
; gˆab ¼ r2ðdθ2 þ sin2θdϕ2Þ;
and θ and ϕ are the usual polar coordinates on the unit
two-sphere. In what follows, r will not be treated
as a coordinate. Rather, the coordinate system that we
have constructed consists of the coordinate functions
fT; R; θ;ϕg, and the areal radius is given as r ¼ rðT; RÞ,
in the same way as N, S, and NR. Thus in the present
coordinate system the full metric is
gab ¼ −N2dT2 þ S2ðNRdT þ dRÞ2
þ r2ðdθ2 þ sin2θdϕ2Þ; ð33Þ
and the æther and metric are completely specified by the
four functions NðT; RÞ, NRðT; RÞ, SðT; RÞ, and rðT; RÞ.
Hence, the equations of motion of the two theories along
with some suitable gauge choice will allow us to solve for
these functions.
We may now integrate T’s equation of motion in Hořava
gravity (29) to obtain
∂R½r2SN2 ~ÆR ¼ 0⇔ ðs · ~ÆÞ ¼ fIMðTÞr2N2 ; ð34Þ
where fIMðTÞ is a “constant” of integration. Plugging this
into the expression (27) of ~Æa we then end up with a first
order evolution equation for the acceleration very similar to
(28)
∂Tða · sÞ ¼ NR∂Rða · sÞ − NKˆða · sÞ
þ c123N∂RK
c14ð1 − c13ÞS
−
fIMðTÞ
c14r2N
; ð35Þ
where Kˆ ¼ gˆabKab. This equation contains, in the most
explicit manner, the most crucial difference between the
dynamics of Einstein-æther and Hořava theories. Indeed,
one obtains the æther’s equation of motion in Einstein-
æther theory (28) upon setting fIMðTÞ ¼ 0 for all T, while
fIMðTÞ ≠ 0 characterizes those solutions of Hořava theory
which are not solutions of Einstein-æther theory. Finally, as
soon as one solves for ða · sÞ via (35), one may solve for the
lapse by integrating (18) on a given T slice, i.e.
∂R logN ¼ ða · sÞS; ð36Þ
which implies
logNðT; RÞ ¼ logNðT;∞Þ þ
Z
R
∞
dR0ða · sÞSðT; R0Þ:
ð37Þ
In this manner, all the relevant functions determining the
spacetime-æther/T configuration in both the theories can be
solved for.
In both theories there is still the reparametrization
freedom of Eq. (4). In Hořava gravity, this is a symmetry
of the theory itself, whereas in Einstein-æther theory it
comes as a consequence of our restriction that the æther be
hypersurface orthogonal. Equation (5) implies that logN
picks up a function of T additively under the reparamet-
rization (4). We can choose to reparametrize T such that
logNðT;∞Þ ¼ 0 ð38Þ
(which was also the choice in Ref. [13]). It then becomes
apparent that generic Hořava gravity solutions are charac-
terized by a nonzero fIMðTÞ while fIMðTÞ ¼ 0 in Einstein-
æther theory.
The root of the difference between the two theories is the
following: turning the T equation into an evolution equa-
tion for the lapse N in Hořava gravity involves integrating a
divergence on each slice.3 Hence there is an elliptic part in
this system of equations that is absent in Einstein-æther
theory. It should be stressed that this elliptic part is
fundamentally different from the constraint equations, even
though the latter are also elliptic. The main difference has to
do with the fact that constraints are preserved by time
evolution and hence need to be imposed only on an initial
slice, while the divergence in Eq. (34) has to be integrated
on every slice and fIMðTÞ is to be determined by suitable
boundary/asymptotic conditions. This will be discussed in
more detail below. For instance, for generic functional
forms of fIMðTÞ, Eq. (35) is singular if either r ¼ 0 or
N ¼ 0. Thus, the physical requirement of regularity at the
center or on a universal horizon whereN ¼ 0 for our choice
of T can impose fIMðTÞ ¼ 0.
This is simply the nonperturbative manifestation of the
instantaneous mode discussed in Ref. [5] in a perturbative
3Recall that we are working in the preferred foliation, so the
lapse N cannot be set to a constant by making a gauge choice, and
hence it should be determined by the field equations.
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setting. Indeed, when spherical perturbations around a
black hole were considered in Ref. [5], it was the
assumption of regularity on the universal horizon that
forced the instantaneous mode to vanish, in agreement
with what has been mentioned above.
The above conclusions can be generalized beyond
spherical symmetry, albeit somewhat qualitatively. To that
end, we may begin by recalling that in diffeomorphism
invariant scalar-tensor theories the equation determining
the scalar field is dynamically redundant, as it can be
obtained by taking a divergence of the field equations for
the metric (see the Appendix). Hence, one can in principle
solve the latter only and neglect the scalar’s equation
altogether. Since Hořava gravity can be written as a
diffeomorphism invariant scalar-tensor theory, one can
apply this logic. This then implies that consistent solutions
can be obtained by solving only Eqs. (23)–(26) (where we
have conveniently neglected Eq. (13) only after forming the
constraint equations). Equation (23) can then be turned into
the following Poisson type elliptic equation for ϱ, defined
through N ¼ ϱ2:
~∇2ϱ ¼ ϱ
4c14
½R − ð1 − c13ÞKabKab þ ð1þ c2ÞK2: ð39Þ
As already pointed out in Ref. [28], this equation allows
one to solve for the lapse N on each slice of the preferred
foliation. One can then subsequently compute the accel-
eration from Eq. (18). Thus, Eqs. (39), (24), (25), and (26)
provide a complete set of equations that can dynamically
determine the spacetime and the foliation in Hořava
gravity.
Since Eq. (39) is a second-order elliptic equation in ϱ
that is not preserved by time evolution when T is not taken
to be on shell [cf. Eqs. (22)], it is indeed expected that its
solution should depend on two integration “constants”—
actually functions of preferred time T. This matches
precisely the result we obtained previously in spherical
symmetry. While one of these functions of T can be set to
a desired value by the yet-to-be-fixed reparametrization
freedom of T, Eq. (4), the second one will be related to the
instantaneous mode of the theory [analogous to the
function fIMðTÞ introduced above] and cannot be done
away with even after fixing the said reparametrization
freedom.
The above logic does not apply to Einstein-æther theory,
simply because the æther equation is not dynamically
redundant even when the æther is hypersurface orthogonal.
Indeed, solutions of Eq. (39), which obviously also hold in
Einstein-æther theory, do not always satisfy the æther’s
equation of motion (28).
Though slightly less rigorous than our spherically
symmetric treatment, this last analysis has two advantages:
it is more general, and it clearly demonstrates that in
Hořava gravity and in the preferred foliation the equations
can be thought of as a system of an elliptic equation that
needs to be imposed on every slice, elliptic equations that
are preserved by time evolution and hence constitute
constraints, and dynamical equations that generate the
spacetime together with its foliation. Reference [28] has
reached the same conclusion by means of a Hamiltonian
analysis.
V. COMMENTS ON SPHERICAL COLLAPSE
The problem of spherically symmetric collapse provides
one of the simplest settings to which the preceding analysis
can be directly applied, thereby allowing us to compare the
dynamics of the two theories explicitly. Indeed, spherically
symmetric collapse in Einstein-æther theory have been
previously studied in [13], while an analogous simulation
in Hořava theory is yet to be performed.4 In light of the
relation between evolution in Einstein-æther theory and
Hořava gravity as discussed in the previous sections, it is
tempting to revisit the results of Ref. [13], potentially
reinterpreting some of them, and to attempt to draw some
general conclusions about spherically symmetric collapse
in Hořava gravity.
To be more specific, in Ref. [13] spherically symmetric
collapse in Einstein-æther theory with a minimally coupled
scalar field ψ was studied, where ψ represented collapsing
matter. The evolution of the system was performed by
adapting Eqs. (16) to the foliation described by the æther
that was hypersurface orthogonal due to spherical sym-
metry. This is the preferred foliation of Hořava gravity, as
pointed out earlier. Equations (16) were supplemented with
appropriate equations of motion for ψ.
Simulations were performed for two different values for
the speed of the spin-0 mode s0. In the first case the
couplings c3 and c4 were set to zero, and the remaining two
parameters of the theory, c1 and c2, were chosen such that
s0 was set to unity, i.e. equal to the speed of light. Two
values of c1 were considered. For c1 ¼ 0.7 a regular
(Killing) horizon forms as a result of the collapse while
for c1 ¼ 0.8 no such horizon seems to form and “… the
evolution seems to become singular, thus indicating the
formation of a naked singularity.” The main reason for
considering the specific values of the ci parameters and s0
is because no static solutions had been found for the same
values and c1 ≥ 0.8 in Ref. [4]. Indeed, the result was
interpreted as verifying the absence of black holes for these
parameters. However, static black holes were later found
for that very same choice of the couplings in Ref. [6], and it
was argued there that the reason these solutions were not
found in Ref. [4] was insufficient accuracy in the numerics
performed there. This puzzling situation definitely deserves
further investigation. However, these simulations are not
presented in detail in Ref. [13], and so it is hard to interpret
4See, however, Ref. [14] where cuscuton theory is used as a
proxy for Hořava gravity. Wewill discuss the relation between the
two theories elsewhere.
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them in light of the later results of Ref. [6] or our analysis in
the previous sections. Hence, we will not consider them
further.
The second set of parameters was chosen such that the
speed of the spin-0 mode was set to
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
. With suitably
chosen initial conditions, evolution led to the formation of a
regular spin-0 horizon inside the metric horizon.
Furthermore, at sufficiently “late times,” the geometry
outside the spin-0 horizon settled down to the static
solutions of [4] to high accuracy.5 Moreover, the simu-
lations of [13] also revealed that the preferred frame lapse
function N “is driven to zero as the singularity is
approached.”
Avanishing of the lapse function at any given point of an
evolution simulation in a gravity theory is strongly indica-
tive of a breakdown of the corresponding foliation. A well
known example of this is the study of spherically sym-
metric collapse in general relativity in Schwarzschild
coordinates, where a similar situation is expected toward
the formation of the Killing horizon. On the other hand,
provided one can be certain about the horizon-crossing
properties of a certain foliation, having the lapse vanish
asymptotically in time and as the singularity is approached
is clearly advantageous from a numerical perspective. Since
studying evolution with respect to the foliation defined by
the æther is merely a choice in Einstein-æther theory,
determining whether this is the optimal choice is a point
that deserves further discussion.
The æther’s foliation in spherical symmetry will pen-
etrate all Killing horizons, as the latter are null surfaces and
the aether is always timelike. Considering also its privi-
leged status in Einstein-aether theory, it was certainly a
natural choice for Ref. [13]. One of the goals of Ref. [13]
was indeed to verify whether regular spin-0 horizons
emerge from spherical collapse in Einstein-æther theory.
Nonetheless, this foliation is special, and there is a way in
which using it in this setting resembles using
Schwarzschild coordinates in spherically symmetric col-
lapse in general relativity: it does not penetrate the universal
horizon.
Indeed, the vanishing of the lapse function N in the
preferred foliation can have an alternative interpretation as
an asymptotic formation of a universal horizon. In a static
and spherically symmetric geometry, a universal horizon
[5,6] is a leaf of the preferred foliation that is also a constant
r hypersurface (and hence a hypersurface generated by the
Killing vector associated with staticity), turning it into an
event horizon even for arbitrarily fast propagations [7]. In
particular, the fact that a universal horizon is generated by a
Killing vector implies [7] that the preferred frame lapse
function, subjected to the boundary condition (38), will
also vanish on the universal horizon. Moreover, a universal
horizon can only occur in the asymptotic future in the
preferred time. These observations, along with the fact that
the geometry “outside” settles down to the appropriate
static (and essentially unique [5,25]) solution [4,6], thus
strongly suggest that the simulations of Ref. [13] revealed
the asymptotic formation of a universal horizon in the “late
time” phase. Clearly, the notion of a universal horizon was
introduced several years after Ref. [13] appeared, and it is
natural that the above interpretation escaped its authors.
In situations where a universal horizon may form work-
ing in the preferred foliation is clearly not the optimum
choice. The simulation will inevitably “stop” as the
universal horizon is approached, and one may never cross
it in this setup. If the simulations of Ref. [13] were to be
performed again in a different foliation, it seems likely that
one would be able to trace the formation and evolution of
the universal horizon and verify whether the result leads to
the static solutions of Ref. [6] all the way to the universal
horizon and beyond.
We now turn our attention to what the simulation of
Ref. [13] can teach us about spherical collapse in Hořava
gravity. Taking into account the connection between
Hořava gravity and Einstein-æther theory as discussed in
detail in the previous sections, spherical collapse in the
latter will be identical to spherical collapse in the former
once boundary conditions that set fIMðTÞ ¼ 0 in (29) have
been chosen. The suitable boundary condition is simply
regularity at the origin, r ¼ 0 (up to the formation of the
singularity and/or universal horizon). Note that using the
preferred foliation is not a choice but a necessity in Hořava
gravity. Hence, the fact that the evolution seemingly “ends”
with an asymptotic formation of a universal horizon
appears to be a confirmation of the claim that the universal
horizon is also a Cauchy horizon in theories like Hořava
gravity [5,7], where the preferred foliation actually deter-
mines the causal structure and boundary data are required
to determine the evolution.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Einstein-æther theory with the additional constraint that
theæther be hypersurface orthogonal at the level of the field
equations resembles the low-energy limit of Hořava gravity,
but is a different theory. In both theories there is a special
foliation but it has a different standing in each of them. This
has been demonstrated clearly by comparing the initial
value formulation in the two cases. In Hořava gravity the
field equations are second order in time derivatives only in
this foliation. Additionally, the system of evolution equa-
tions includes an elliptic equation that is not a constraint but
instead needs to be imposed on each slice. The presence of
such an elliptic equation implies that, in principle, evolu-
tion depends not only on initial data but also on future
boundary/asymptotic data (for any type of boundary,
including a conformal one). This is a key feature of the
causal structure of the theory [7] and is intimately related
5Note that [13] predates [6], and thus the authors were only
able to compare their results with [4].
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with the presence of an instantaneous mode at the pertur-
bative level [5]. In other words, this foliation is both
dynamically and causally preferred. In Einstein-æther
theory in contrast, the special foliation defined by the
æther is not preferred in any of these two senses. It does not
define causality, and one need not adopt it to set up an
initial value problem.
On the contrary, we have argued that choosing this
foliation is not ideal when performing spherical collapse
simulations in Einstein-æther theory. This is because a
universal horizon is actually a leaf of this foliation and the
simulation cannot proceed past it in this slicing. This is
reminiscent of spherical collapse in general relativity if
performed in a foliation by constant Schwarzschild time
surfaces. The collapse simulations of Ref. [13] have indeed
been performed in the foliation defined by the hypersurface
orthogonal æther. We have revisited them and argued that
they might have indeed uncovered the dynamical formation
of a universal horizon asymptotically in time. In stationary
black holes the lapse of this foliation vanishes on the
universal horizon (when appropriately normalized at spatial
infinity) [7], and in some of the simulations of Ref. [13] the
lapse indeed appears to vanish asymptotically in time.
Our results suggest that it would be particularly inter-
esting to perform spherical collapse simulation in Einstein-
æther theory in a different foliation than that used in
Ref. [13]. Such simulations would also effectively describe
collapse in (low energy) Hořava gravity with additional
regularity conditions at the center/universal horizon that
determine the purely elliptic part of the evolution problem.
Hence, they could shed light in the dynamical formation
and evolution of universal horizons.
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APPENDIX: DIFFEOMORPHISM INVARIANCE
AND THE SCALAR EQUATION
Consider the Lagrangian density L1½gab;ϕ and
L2½gab; ud that is a functional of the metric gab and the
scalar field ϕ. The action of the diffeomorphism ξb on L1
can be written as
£ξL1½gab;ϕ ¼
δL1
δgab
£ξgab þ
δL1
δϕ
£ξϕ
≈ 2

∇a δL1
δgab

ξb þ δL1
δϕ
ξb∇bϕ; ðA1Þ
where ≈ is used to denote equality up to total divergences,
which we are willing to neglect here. Note that δL1=δgab ¼
0 and δL1=δϕ ¼ 0 are by definition the field equations of
the metric and the scalar, respectively. Hence, when the
Lagrangian densities are invariant under diffeomorphisms,
the field equation for the scalar follows from the divergence
of the field equation of the metric and vice versa, provided
that ϕ is not constant.
The same calculation yields a different result when ϕ is
replaced by a field with a higher tensorial rank. This is
because the Lie derivative does not reduce to a directional
derivative along the generator, as is the case for a scalar
field. We will not repeat the calculation here, as it is
essentially the same calculation that leads to Eqs. (22). For
higher rank tensors, e.g. vectors, having the field on shell
implies that δL1=δgab is divergence-free but the converse is
not true.
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